THE DUMB WAITER (1957)

Pinter's plays generally take piace in a single, prison-like room. His works often focus
on jealousy and betrayai, but it is his diaiogue—and the lack of dialogue—for which
he is known. Pinter's language, usually lower-class vernacular,
has been described as
_
poetic. His compressed, rhythmic lines rely heavily on subtext and hint at darker
meanings. Just as important, however, are the silences in his plays. Pinter has spoken
much on the subject, and has categorized s.,Pech as that which attempts to cover the
nakedness of silence. His most obvious fort-;•ear is Irish playwright Samuel Beckett,
who took silences to a new level, but whereas Beckett'ssileies hint at alienation,
boredom, and the slow approach to death, Pinter's are orninou-s andv-iblent. The true
natures and motivations of his characters emerge in their silences.
The Dumb Walter uses the basic situation of an "inside" (the known) and an "outside"
(the unknown) which menaces the existence of those inside. Gus and Ben, the main
characters of this play, are two professional killers who travel around the country to
assassinate the victims their employers have chosen. The audience never knows who
the empioyers are and the "organization" continues to remain a mystery to Gus and
Ben throughout the play. All we know is that they are preparing for the next job. The
tension is evident as the crucial moment approaches, and the sudden descent of a
"dumb waiter" issuing extravagant orders for exotic dishes, increases this tension.
Both men are afraid of tzhatis to come and afraid of being unable to hide this fear
from the other. Their dereren—ce to the commands from above is comic, and yet, at
the same time, tragic, since it is a metaphor for man's struggle against the unknown:
everything Eier cannot understand, everything that—Cannot be explained and yet
dominates his life. The final scene makes everything clearer because, when one is
ordered to kill the other, the difference between "inside" and "outside" meits away,
and the menace becomes the only dimension of a world where victims and killers
become mixed up in an ambiguity which is even more frightening because all logical
relationships have been eiiminated.
The influence of Samuel Beckett on Harold Pinter is apparent in this play, and
numerous similarities and allusions to Beckett's Waiting for Godot appear in this
section: there are two characters, one dominant, one submissive, who talk, (c:o each
_
other. Gus's difficulty in putting on his shoe corresponds to a similar problem with a
boot in Beckett's play. In both plays, moreover, the characters have been abandoned
in one piace with an unciear purpose.

Pinter's use of repetition and silence
_ _ also reminds Beckett's work. Beckett's primary
_
use of these is to suggest the ideas of alienation and the approach of death, but Pinter
shapes them with a more sinister, violent touch. According to Pinter, silence is a form
cif nAkPrinP, 2 nd rryzPrh icz n 2 ttPmpt tn cnvPr thk
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The influence of Beckett's Waiting for Godot deepens in this section, in which it
becomes clearer that Ben is perhaps not telling Gus the complete truth about their
operation—they are certainly in the kitchen of a working café, not merely a basement,
and something is strange about their interaction with the person or people upstairs.
In Godot,:ihe two men wait around for a man named Godot who never arrives, yet
who exercises great power over them. In The Dumb Walter, Ben and Gus are at the
2) mysterious character who dominates the duo even when
beck and cali of Wilsor
he's not around—or perhaos ?5oecially when he's not around. Ben is more reverent
L
of Wilson, while Gus is wary eof their relationship to the mysterious figure. !t is
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fearful of angering Wilson/their employers and who is anxious to please them. Gus
also seems to have greater sensitivity: he is not only disturbed about their murder of
the girl, but he wonders who has the task of cleaning up the remains.

The characters' anxiety over their lower-class status hangs over the food sequence.
There are orders of fancy food and Ben tries to cover up his lower-class status by
pretending that he knows how to make the dìsh. The characters dialect is also
distinctly lower class (for ex. "Kaw!" that is an expression of surprise).

Interruptions and abbreviations continue to play a significant role in this play, and Ben
and Gus's communication with the upstairs via the dumb waiter has been based on
written notes. The dumb waiter becomes an agent for murder as the play ends, but
the device is also a metaphor
for the type of communication that has already split
apart Ben and Gus. Whenever Gus broaches an important topic—here,
especially, Wilson and his "games"—Ben deflects the question or descends into
silence. They cornmunicate as if ìvith a dumb waiter; one says someth,ing,, it trasviels 4co
the other, and then a reply is made (if at ali). !t is impossible for both men to speak
their mindq at once, just ac the dumb waitPr rPqtrictg lAngliar to nne pPrgon at P
time; its very name indicates muteness.

Another reference to Becket's Waiting for Godot can be found in line 41 when Gus
says:
"He might not come. He might just send a message. He doesn't always come."
in reference to Wilson, for whom Ben says they must wait. Wilson is similar to the
god-like Godot in Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot, who also keeps two characters
in suspense as they wait for his arrivai. Wilson's power is greatly derived from his very
absence, similar to the way silence functions in the work in terms of the absence of
language. Wilson is a mystery to both of them, and Gus, particularly, feels
uncomfortable around him.

THE CHARACTERS

The audience is meant to sympathize with Gus. We are in the same position as Gus:
like Gus, we are not familiar with the job they are going to perform, we don't know
what exactly is happening upstairs from the basement, and Ben's betrayal should be
as much of a shock to us as it is to Gus. Gus is somewhat child-like; he is generally
submissive to Ben's orders—everything from making tea to investigating outside the
door. Gus is more sensitive than Ben to issues of traditional human concern. He often
mentions deeper issues - death, the dull routine of life, and the nature of their
employer Wilson. He is concerned with the consequences of his job. His recurring
trips to the bathroom underscore his imprisonment to routine, especially in contrast
with Ben, who never goes to the bathroom. Unlike Ben, he has no hobbies, which
accounts for his awareness of his static life. By the end of play, Gus becomes
somewhat resigned to his life enslaved to routine. When he realizes that Ben is
betraying him, his silence does not seem like one of shock. Rather, he has turned into
a dumb waiter—manipulated by others to carry out their directions, unable to speak
for himself.

BEN
Ben is the more dominant of the two criminals. As such, they resemble the various
couples in Samuel Beckett's'iWaiting for Godot,rwho also complement each other with
submissive and dominant traits. Ben always refuses to enter into a meaningful
discussion. Part of the reason, of course, is that he does not want to reveal the
purpose of the job: to execute Gus. The other reason is that Ben's chilling silences are
laced with a defensive violence. Harold Pinter has defined speech as a strategy
designed to cover the nakedness of silence, and Ben is a prime example. Ben's
language denotes other parts of his persona lity, especially his shame over his lower
class; for ex. he pretends to understand the names of the orders for exotic dishes sent
down via the dumb waiter. Like Gus, Ben is a slave to the organization. He also accepts
whatever Wilson tells him to do, making him a human "dumb waiter" like his partner
Gus.

WILSON

Wilson never appears in the play, but he is directly or indirectly behind the messages
from the dumb waiter. His obvious theatrical corollary is Godot in Beckett'g`Waiting
for Godot.Both are off-stage characters who exercise a powerful, god-like influence
over the on-stage characters. When Gus suggests that Wilson is playing "games"
with the men (the orders for food), it raises the possibility of Wilson's having a
sadistic personality—an evil god. Gus also mentions that Wilson put them through
tests severa! years ago to prove themselves; so we know that Wilson may also be
paranoid.

THEMES
The most important themes in the play are:
1. THE SILENCE AND VIOLENCE OF LANGUAGE
Pinter's work is heavily influenced by Samuel Beckett, who used silence-filled pauses
for a revolutionary theatrical effect. Pinter has spoken of speech as a stratagem
designed to cover the nakedness of silence, and these aims are often evident in the
dialogue of Gus and Ben. Ben's most prominent response to Gus's constant questions
about the nature of their jobs is silence. Gus's questions and lamentations are also
deflected, delayed, or interrupted. Ben frequently changes the conversation and
never replies with any emotional depth to Gus's questions. In the same way, they both
avoid discussing with any profundity. The language itself is also tinged with video,
especially when the topic is something not important. In a sense, the loovxity3
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mysteriousness is one of the mattsinister components of the play, for Wilson seems
to be everywhere through his big organization. He performs an off-stage role similar
to that of Godot in Beckett's Waiting for Godot, but whereas Godot symbolizes a
neutra! god-like figure for whom the characters wait, Wilson is a evil god whom the
characters wait for in violent silence.
2. ANXIETY OVER SOCIAL CLASS
Gus and Ben are both lower-class criminals, and most productions of the play
emphasize their social status with appropriate dialects and accents, kn.k profound
shame over his class emerges in interactions with those upstairs via the dumb waiter,
and much of this shame is tied to language. The food orders from the dumb waiter
are for exotic foods with unfamiliar names, and Ben pretends to know how to make
them. Ben is more reverent of Wilson than the inquiring Gus, and his deference is
attributed less to feelings of respect than to an inferiority complex; Wilson is their
leader for a reason, and he must obey him at all costs, even if it means betraying his
friend. In this light, The Dumb Walter can be read as an anti-corporate update
of Beckett`g yVaiting for Godoewhat corporate workers will do to please their
superiors.

Repetition is one of the motifs of this play. Examples are: Gus's tendency to run out
matches, his recurring trips to the bathroom, etc.. Language, however, is where
Pinter's use of repetition points to violence and the proximity of death. Gus almost
always has to repeat and rephrase his important questions to Ben; Ben's mechanical
instructions to Gus on how to execute their murder are repeated by Gus, etc..
The dumb waiter serves as a symbol for the broken, one-sided communication
between Gus and Benjhe failure of communication between individuals and
between individuals and the outside world). If messages are to be sent via the dumb
waiter, then only one person at a time can send them, and one cannot simultaneously
speak and listen through the dumb waiter's speaking tube. Correspondingly, Gus and
Ben never have a fully open dialogue and whenever Gus tries to bring up something
emotional, Ben refuses to speak with him. This disconnection is the essence of their
relationship. They do not speak with, but to each other. They are like the dumb
waiter—mute carriers of information, not sharers of it. Moreover, Ben, especially, is
manipulated by Wilson in the same way that the dumb waiter is controlled by its
system of pulleys. The dumb waiter expresses the idea of unquestioning obedience
to orders and it underlines the absurdity, unpredictability
and meaninglessness of
_
life. It also shows the confrontation between man and an unknown, irrational,
menacing external reality.

